Metastasis is a complex multistep process, and local invasion of the primary tumor is important in the initiation of metastasis. Analysis of clinical samples of solid tumors demonstrates a role for collective cell migration during invasion into the surrounding tissue ([@r1]). Collective cell migration relies on the coordination of forces generated by the actomyosin cytoskeleton at integrin-based cell−extracellular matrix (ECM) and cadherin-based cell−cell adhesions ([@r1]). Src and focal adhesion kinase (FAK) signaling downstream of cell−ECM interactions enhance the strength of cell−cell adhesions and promote collective cell migration ([@r2], [@r3]).

Tumor cell−ECM interactions generate intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS), leading to Src oxidation and activation ([@r4]). For instance, increased mitochondrial ROS activates Src kinase signaling to promote metastasis of cervical cancer and melanoma ([@r5]). ROS are a normal byproduct of mitochondrial metabolism and influence many aspects of cellular function ([@r6], [@r7]). While hyperelevated ROS levels can be toxic, ROS also promotes intracellular signaling pathways that enable cell proliferation and migration ([@r8], [@r9]). For instance, control of ROS levels by oncogene-induced expression of the transcriptional NRF2 antioxidant program drives the growth and survival of some tumors ([@r10]). In melanoma, high levels of ROS inhibit distant metastasis ([@r11]). However, other studies have found that ROS promote metastasis, underlining the conflicting function of ROS in metastasis ([@r12]). Given the important role of ROS in the metastatic cascade, a molecular understanding of how ROS is controlled in migrating tumor cells is of critical importance.

Cells have evolved mechanisms to balance ROS levels. SIRT3, an NAD^+^-dependent mitochondrial deacetylase that promotes efficient oxidative metabolism, is a key regulator of mitochondrial ROS production and detoxification. We and others have previously shown that SIRT3 functions as a tumor suppressor by decreasing ROS levels, reducing stress-induced genomic instability, and repressing cancer-related metabolic reprogramming ([@r13][@r14][@r15]--[@r16]). Although many studies have demonstrated the tumor-suppressive role of SIRT3, its function in cell migration and metastasis is conflicting and requires further research ([@r17][@r18]--[@r19]). Given the role of SIRT3 in controlling ROS homeostasis, and the evidence that SIRT3 loss promotes breast tumor cell proliferation, we probed whether SIRT3 regulates cell migration and breast cancer metastasis. Our studies demonstrate that SIRT3 regulates ROS levels and is important in repressing Src oxidation and Src/FAK signaling to inhibit cell migration and metastasis.

Results {#s1}
=======

SIRT3 Expression Is Repressed During Collective Cell Migration. {#s2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the role of SIRT3 in cell migration, we investigated the localization of mitochondria and SIRT3 expression at the leading edge of migrating cells. We first visualized mitochondria during cell migration in MCF10A breast epithelial cells by using a mitochondrial-tagged DsRed2 fluorophore for live-cell imaging. Consistent with previous studies ([@r20], [@r21]), a subset of mitochondria localized toward the leading edge of migrating cells ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental) and [Movie S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). To assess whether the levels of SIRT3 changed upon initiation of migration, we applied multiple scratches in a confluent MCF10A monolayer. Unexpectedly, SIRT3 mRNA and protein levels were decreased at 6 and 18 h postscratch ([Fig. 1 *B* and *C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, levels of the complex III UQCRFS1 subunit and the mitochondrial heat shock protein 60 (HSP60) remained unaltered ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that total mitochondrial content did not decrease during migration. To determine whether SIRT3 expression is decreased specifically in cells at the leading edge, we performed immunofluorescence (IF) during MCF10A scratch assays. SIRT3 protein expression was lower in migrating cells at the edge of the scratch, compared with cells distal to the scratch ([Fig. 1 *D* and *E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with our previous observation that reduced SIRT3 expression occurred independently of changes in total mitochondrial content, the intensity of complex IV subunit (COX1) of the electron transport chain did not decrease during migration ([Fig. 1 *D* and *E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results show that migratory cells decrease expression of SIRT3.

![SIRT3 expression is down-regulated during collective cell migration. (*A*) Mitochondria in MCF10A cells were labeled with mito-DsRed2 and visualized during scratch assays using live-cell confocal microscopy at the indicated time points. White outlines trace cell boundary at the scratch edge. (Scale bar, 10 μm.) (*B*) SIRT3 mRNA levels were quantified using qRT-PCR at indicated time points after scratches were made in the MCF10A cell monolayer (*n* = 3). (*C*) Protein expression during MCF10A scratch assays was measured by Western blot at indicated times. The relative SIRT3 band intensity normalized to α-tubulin was calculated using ImageJ. (*D*) Levels of SIRT3 and COX1 protein during MCF10A scratch assays at the indicated time points were measured using IF and confocal microscopy. Nuclei were stained with DAPI. (Scale bar, 100 μm.) (*E*) Fluorescence intensities from *D* were quantified across the *x* axis of the images using ImageJ (*n* = 12 to 16). (*F*) Cellular ROS levels in MCF10A were measured during scratch assays at the indicated time points using the ratiometric sensor roGFP2. (Scale bar, 100 μm.) For all panels, error bars ±SEM: \*\**P* \< 0.01.](pnas.1800440115fig01){#fig01}

As SIRT3 regulates ROS levels, we examined whether reduced SIRT3 expression might correlate with enhanced ROS production in migrating cells. Utilizing a fluorescent ratiometric redox sensor roGFP2 ([@r21], [@r22]), we found that ROS levels were elevated at the scratch edge ([Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). To rule out the effect of proliferation on cell migration, we stained cells with the proliferation marker Ki-67 during scratch assays. We found that migratory and nonmigratory cells were equally proliferative ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*B*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)), suggesting that the increased ROS at the scratch edge was not correlated with higher proliferative potential.

SIRT3 Inhibits Collective Cell Migration by Decreasing ROS. {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To test whether SIRT3 expression affects cell migration, we stably overexpressed SIRT3 in MCF10A cells ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) containing nuclei labeled with histone 2B (H2B)-mCherry and performed a scratch assay. Automatic tracking of labeled nuclei permitted analysis of cellular trajectories during cell migration ([@r23]). We first established that the overexpressed SIRT3 protein is not down-regulated during collective migration ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Nuclear tracking revealed that the vast majority of cell trajectories of control MCF10A cells at the scratch edge were parallel to neighboring cells, whereas SIRT3 overexpression disrupted this coordinated movement ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). Quantification of cell migration behavior showed that SIRT3 overexpression increased the normalized cell-pair separation distance ([Fig. 2 *C* and *E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), thus indicating that cells with higher levels of SIRT3 were migrating away from each other over a 5-h period during the scratch assay. Furthermore, SIRT3 overexpression also decreased the velocity correlation between neighboring cells ([Fig. 2 *D* and *F*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), meaning that increased SIRT3 levels abrogated cell−cell migration coordination. Since coordinated cellular trajectory promotes directional movement of the collective epithelial cell layer, we also measured the total distance traveled by the MCF10A cell sheet by tracing of the scratch edge. Kymographs of the cell sheet during scratch assays revealed that control MCF10A cell sheet traveled farther than SIRT3-overexpressing cells ([Fig. 2*G*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of this process showed that SIRT3 overexpression reduced the total distance covered by the cells ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*B*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). To confirm that the changes in cell migration with SIRT3 overexpression were dependent on the catalytic activity of SIRT3, we compared the cell migratory parameters of those cells overexpressing wild-type (WT) SIRT3 to those overexpressing the catalytic mutant of SIRT3 (H248Y). We found that the overexpression of SIRT3 H248Y in MCF10A cells led to a lower normalized cell-pair separation distance ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*C*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)) and higher velocity correlation ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*D*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)) than the overexpression of SIRT3 WT. Knockdown of SIRT3 with shRNA did not alter the migratory parameters of MCF10A cells ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2 *E* and *F*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)), suggesting that these cells are maximally coordinated with the endogenous down-regulation of SIRT3. Together, these data demonstrate that SIRT3 inhibits collective cell migration by disrupting intercellular coordination.

![SIRT3 inhibits collective cell migration of MCF10A cells. (*A*) Immunoblot of MCF10A cells expressing control or a vector expressing SIRT3 fused to the molecular tag FLAG (SIRT3-FLAG). Long and short exposures are shown of the SIRT3 blot. (*B*) Levels of overexpressed SIRT3-FLAG protein during scratch assays in MCF10A at 18 h were measured using IF and confocal microscopy. Nuclei were stained with DAPI. (Scale bar, 100 μm.) (*C*) Schematic of normalized cell-pair separation distance: cell pairs that were less than 32 μm apart at 8 h after scratch formation were tracked for the next 5 h, and the change in their separation was measured. (*D*) Schematic of velocity correlation: Velocity trajectories of a central cell and all cells at a certain distance (R) from the central cell were compared over a 1-h period during scratch assay. (*E*) Normalized cell-pair separation distance from 8 h to 13 h after scratch formation in untreated control and SIRT3-overexpressing MCF10A cells. (*F*) Velocity correlation at 12 h in untreated control and SIRT3-overexpressing MCF10A cells. (*G*) Scratch edge tracing at 0 h (blue) and 17 h (red) after scratch assay (*Top*) and kymographs of the cell edge at indicated positions from 0 to 22 h (*Bottom*). (Horizontal scale bar, 100 μm; vertical scale bar, 5 h.) (*H*) Normalized cell-pair separation distance in control and SIRT3-overexpressing cells treated with 1 mM Trolox. (*I*) Velocity correlation in control and SIRT3-overexpressing cells treated with 1 mM Trolox.](pnas.1800440115fig02){#fig02}

Since SIRT3 expression decreased while mitochondria were recruited to the leading edge of cells and ROS levels were increased at the scratch edge, we hypothesized that SIRT3 inhibits collective cell migration by reducing ROS levels and that oxidant scavenging could recapitulate the effects of SIRT3 overexpression on cell migration. Treatment with antioxidants had little effect on SIRT3-overexpressing cells. However, treatment with Trolox, a water-soluble vitamin E analog, disrupted the linear and parallel movement of control cells ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)) and increased the normalized cell-pair separation distance ([Fig. 2*H*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) while decreasing the velocity correlation ([Fig. 2*I*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), similar to the effects of SIRT3 overexpression. In addition, treatment with *N*-acetylcysteine or the manganese superoxide dismutase mimetic, MnTBAP, also inhibited collective cell migration ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2 *G*--*J*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)), similar to SIRT3 overexpression. Together, our data show that SIRT3 regulates collective cell migration through modulation of ROS levels.

SIRT3 Represses Src/FAK Signaling. {#s4}
----------------------------------

To probe the mechanism(s) by which SIRT3 attenuated cell migration in a ROS-dependent manner, we examined signaling pathways sensitive to ROS. Activation of Src kinase and FAK have been shown to promote collective cell migration ([@r2], [@r24]). FAK is activated by autophosphorylation of Tyr397, a site recognized by Src kinase, which then phosphorylates FAK on Tyr576/577 ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r24]). Indeed, phosphorylation of FAK on Tyr576/577 was decreased upon SIRT3 overexpression, while phosphorylation of FAK on Tyr397 remained unaltered ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with reduced FAK activity, SIRT3 overexpression led to a decrease in the phosphorylation of p130Cas, a downstream target of the Src/FAK signaling complex ([Fig. 3 *A* and *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![SIRT3 represses Src/FAK signaling by down-regulating ROS. (*A*) Model of Src-FAK signaling and the inhibitors used in this study. (*B*) Immunoblots of phospho-Tyr397, phospho-Tyr576/577 and total FAK, and phospho-Tyr410 and total p130Cas, as well as of FLAG tag and α-tubulin in control and SIRT3-FLAG overexpressing MCF10A cells treated with Trolox (1 mM), SU6656 (5 μM), or PF228 (1 μM). (*C*) Schematic of BIAM labeling of reduced Src protein. (*D*) Levels of reduced Src protein (overexpressed) in control and SIRT3-FLAG overexpressing MCF10A cells were measured by biotin labeling of thiol moieties using iodoacetamide. (*E*) Levels of reduced endogenous Src protein in control and SIRT3-FLAG overexpressing MCF10A cells were measured using biotin labeling. (*F*--*H*) Normalized cell-pair separation distance from 8 h to 13 h after scratch formation in (*F*) untreated control and SIRT3-overexpressing MCF10A cells and (*G*) cells treated with 5 μM SU6656 or (*H*) 1 μM PF228. (*I*--*K*) Velocity correlation at 12 h in untreated control and SIRT3-overexpressing MCF10A cells (*I*), as well as cells treated with 5 μM SU6656 (*J*) or 1 μM PF228 (*K*). For all panels, error bars represent 95% confidence interval, and nonoverlapping bars are statistically significant with *P* \< 0.05 (*n* = 4 to 6 wells per group).](pnas.1800440115fig03){#fig03}

Since FAK phosphorylation was diminished only on sites regulated by Src, we hypothesized that SIRT3 inhibits Src activity, which is induced by protein oxidation in addition to phosphorylation ([@r4], [@r25]). To test whether SIRT3 alters the redox state of Src protein, we used biotinylated iodoacetamide (BIAM) to label reduced cysteine thiol side chains ([Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). SIRT3 overexpression lowered the level of oxidized Src as measured by increased BIAM labeling of both the ectopically expressed Src protein ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) and the endogenous Src protein ([Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, treatment with Trolox also decreased the levels of FAK phosphorylation on Tyr576/577, recapitulating the effects of SIRT3 overexpression ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these data suggest that SIRT3 attenuates Src/FAK signaling through modulation of Src oxidation.

To examine the involvement of Src/FAK signaling in the SIRT3-mediated control of cell migration, we tested the effect of Src and FAK inhibitors on SIRT3 phenotypes. Treatment with inhibitors of Src (SU6656) and FAK (PF228) reduced the levels of Tyr576/577 FAK and p130Cas phosphorylation in control cells to that of the SIRT3-overexpressing cells ([Fig. 3 *A* and *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, Src and FAK inhibitors did not alter collective migration parameters in cells overexpressing SIRT3 ([Fig. 3 *F*--*K*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Treatment with dasatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor that targets Src, although with less specificity, led to similar outcomes in terms of signaling and collective migration ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). These findings demonstrate that Src and FAK inhibitors phenocopy the effect of SIRT3 overexpression.

SIRT3 Levels Are Altered in Metastatic Breast Cancer Cells. {#s5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The observation that SIRT3 regulates collective cell migration via Src/FAK signaling led us to test whether cells with enhanced metastatic capabilities might display altered SIRT3 levels. We took advantage of the well-characterized lung (LM2-4175) and bone (BoM-1833) metastatic breast cancer cell lines derived from MDA-MB-231 cells ([@r26], [@r27]). Although MDA-MB-231 cells lack E-cadherin expression, and are therefore deficient for strong cell−cell adhesion and collective migration in vitro ([@r28]), Src/FAK signaling plays a prometastatic role in these cells. FAK signaling mediates the formation of filopodium-like protrusions that promote lung metastasis of breast cancer cells including MDA-MB-231 cells ([@r29], [@r30]). Furthermore, enhanced Src activity promotes the survival and outgrowth of MDA-MB-231 cells in the bone microenvironment ([@r31]). Consistent with their enhanced metastatic abilities, the lung and bone metastatic cells exhibited an increase in Src-specific FAK phosphorylation ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, these metastatic clones had lower levels of SIRT3 mRNA and protein expression compared with parental MDA-MB-231 cells ([Fig. 4 *A* and *B*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). HSP60 levels were comparable between these cell lines, indicating that the decrease in SIRT3 expression was not due to lower mitochondrial content in the metastatic cells ([Fig. 4*A*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

![SIRT3 attenuates Src/FAK signaling in breast cancer. (*A*) Immunoblots of SIRT3, phospho-Tyr397, phospho-Tyr576/577, total FAK, HSP60, and α-tubulin in parental MDA-MB-231 (231) cells, as well as lung metastatic LM2-4175 (4,175) and bone metastatic BoM-1833 (1,833) cells. (*B*) SIRT3 mRNA levels in the above-mentioned breast cancer cell lines were quantified using qRT-PCR (*n* = 3). Statistical significance was determined using the Student's *t* test. (*C* and *D*) Levels of reduced endogenous Src protein in the above breast cancer cells, (*C*) untreated or (*D*) with 1 mM Trolox, were measured by biotin labeling of thiol moieties using iodoacetamide. Biotin labeling normalized to total Src protein was calculated using ImageJ. (*E*) Immunoblots of phospho-Tyr397, phospho-Tyr576/577, total FAK, FLAG tag, and α-tubulin in 4,175 and 1,833 cells with or without SIRT3-FLAG overexpression. (*F*) Levels of reduced endogenous Src protein in 4,175 and 1,833 cells with or without SIRT3-FLAG overexpression. Biotin labeling normalized to total Src protein was calculated using ImageJ. (*G*) Representative images of focal adhesions in SIRT3-overexpressing and control MDA-MB-231 cells in scratch assays (*Top*). The phospho-paxillin channel of the boxed area (*Bottom*). \[Scale bars denote 25 μm (*Top*) and 10 μm (*Bottom)*.\] (*H*) Focal adhesion surface area assessed through phospho-paxillin staining in SIRT3-overexpressing and control MDA-MD-231 cells. Statistical significance was determined using ANOVA while correcting for multiple comparison. (*I*) Model of regulation of SCR-dependent focal adhesion signaling by SIRT3. For all panels, error bars ±SD: \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01; \*\*\**P* \< 0.001; *P* \< 0.0001.](pnas.1800440115fig04){#fig04}

To test whether reduced SIRT3 expression corresponded to an increase in Src oxidation, we examined the redox state of Src. While Src was more oxidized in the lung metastatic cells but not in the bone metastatic cells ([Fig. 4*C*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), both lines were responsive to Trolox treatment, as Src oxidation decreased compared with parental MDA-MB-231 cells ([Fig. 4*D*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, we tested whether restored SIRT3 expression could reverse the increased FAK activation in these metastatic cells. SIRT3 overexpression repressed FAK phosphorylation on Tyr576/577 in both cell lines but had no effect on Tyr397 phosphorylation, confirming that SIRT3 repressed Src activity downstream of FAK autophosphorylation ([Fig. 4*E*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). SIRT3 overexpression also decreased Src oxidation in both metastatic cell lines ([Fig. 4*F*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that SIRT3 attenuates Src/FAK signaling in metastatic breast cancer cells by inhibiting Src oxidation. Interestingly, we did not observe a difference in MDA-MB-231 cell migration after SIRT3 knockdown, which may be explained by the already low levels of SIRT3 of basal-like breast cancer cells ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4 *A*--*C*, *G*, and *H*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)).

Src regulates cellular migration through substrates other than FAK. For example, Src phosphorylates and activates paxillin to modulate focal adhesion assembly and migration ([@r32]). To examine the role of SIRT3 on Src/paxillin activation, we examined the size of focal adhesions. SIRT3 overexpression caused an increase in focal adhesion size compared with the control cells ([Fig. 4 *G* and *H*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). SIRT3-mediated increase in focal adhesion size is consistent with reduced FAK activation ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) that is required for focal adhesion turnover. Increased focal adhesion stability retards cell motility, which was also observed in this system with SIRT3 overexpression, without affecting proliferation in this time frame ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4 *D*--*F*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). Taken together, our studies suggest a mechanism whereby reduced SIRT3 expression, and subsequent increased ROS production, stimulates Src/FAK signaling at the focal adhesion to induce cell migration ([Fig. 4*I*](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

Low SIRT3 Levels Are Consistent with High Metastasis. {#s6}
-----------------------------------------------------

We next probed whether SIRT3 expression was altered in metastatic tumors from breast cancer patients. SIRT3 mRNA expression was reduced in tumor from breast cancer patients diagnosed with metastatic disease ([@r26]) ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the correlation between SIRT3 protein expression and metastatic outcome, we obtained a human breast tumor lysate array generated from primary breast cancer samples and adjacent normal mammary tissues. Breast cancers that had metastasized expressed lower levels of SIRT3 protein compared with those that were not metastatic ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, analysis of metastasis-free survival of breast cancer patients ([@r33]) revealed that tumors with low SIRT3 mRNA expression had worse metastasis-free survival, with a hazard ratio of 2.436 compared with those with high SIRT3 mRNA expression (95% confidence interval of 1.433 to 4.068; [Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)). Analyses of additional datasets comparing SIRT3 DNA copy number ([@r34], [@r35]) and mRNA expression ([@r36], [@r37]) also revealed that higher SIRT3 levels correlate with improved metastasis-free survival ([Fig. 5 *D* and *E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5 *B*--*D*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental)), further supporting the correlation between low SIRT3 levels and increased metastatic potential in breast cancer.

![SIRT3 is inversely correlated with metastasis in breast cancer. (*A*) SIRT3 protein fold change in breast cancer samples compared with normal tissue in metastatic (Stage IV) versus nonmetastatic (Stages I to III) breast cancers from the human breast cancer lysate array. (*B*) Relative SIRT3 mRNA expression in tumors from breast cancer patients with or without metastases at 5 y determined using Oncomine cancer microarray database. (*C* and *D*) Kaplan−Meier curves depicting metastasis-free survival in patients with primary breast cancers of high (top quartile SIRT3 expression, blue) versus low (bottom quartile SIRT3 expression, red). Significance was calculated using log-rank test. (*E*) Forest plot summarizing metastasis hazard ratio ±95% confidence interval comparing breast cancers of low versus high SIRT3 levels. Effect size was determined by the number of samples in each dataset. (*F*) Control or SIRT3-overexpressing MDA-MB-231 cells were injected i.v. through the tail vein. Luciferase-dependent bioluminescence imaging quantified to detect metastatic take in the lungs. Statistical significance was determined using the Student's *t* test at 5 wk postinjection. For all panels, error bars ±SD: \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.01.](pnas.1800440115fig05){#fig05}

Because breast cancer patient data indicate that low SIRT3 expression correlates with greater metastasis, we examined whether SIRT3 overexpression in MDA-MB-231 cells can suppress their ability to colonize the lungs in an in vivo tail vein injection model. Indeed, colonization of MDA-MB-231 cells in the lung was suppressed by SIRT3 overexpression compared with cells expressing the vector control, as measured by bioluminescence imaging of luciferase activity ([Fig. 5*F*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Together, our findings demonstrate that SIRT3 regulates breast cancer metastases formation in vivo.

Discussion {#s7}
==========

The majority of cancer-related deaths in solid tumors arise from metastatic relapse and clinical complications of disseminated disease, yet our understanding of the metastatic process remains incomplete. Increased mitochondrial ROS has been shown to promote metastasis via activation of Src ([@r5]), and, therefore, finding regulators of ROS production may be critical to battle metastatic disease. Here, we provide evidence that SIRT3 inhibits cell migration and metastases formation. We demonstrate that down-regulation of SIRT3, but not total mitochondrial content, during epithelial cell migration increases local ROS levels and activates Src/FAK signaling. Furthermore, we show that SIRT3 expression is down-regulated in metastatic breast cancer cell lines, which corresponds with increased Src/FAK signaling. SIRT3 overexpression in these metastatic cells reverses this hyperactive signaling cascade by reducing Src oxidation. Finally, we find that overexpression of SIRT3 can inhibit metastases formation in vivo. These findings are in line with our observations that reduced SIRT3 levels correlate with decreased metastasis-free survival in clinical datasets. Together, these findings elucidate a pathway linking SIRT3 to cancer cell migration.

Through our study, we propose a mechanism by which down-regulation of SIRT3 levels promotes cell migration by increasing ROS levels and activating prometastatic Src signaling. These observations support the findings from our previous study, in which cell communication, extracellular matrix receptor interaction, and integrin-mediated cell adhesion were top hits in the GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis) comparing tissues from WT and SIRT3-null mice ([@r15]). It would be interesting for future studies to uncover how SIRT3 is down-regulated during cell migration and in metastatic breast cancer cells. Interestingly, while SIRT3 levels are reduced in metastatic cells, SIRT3 is not completely lost, suggesting that cells may benefit from maintaining SIRT3 expression during the metastatic cascade. One explanation is that metastasizing cells in the bloodstream and visceral organs experience high levels of oxidative stress that can inhibit the metastatic process ([@r15]), and therefore rely on the residual SIRT3 expression to balance toxic ROS levels and maintain cell viability.

Previous studies in fibroblasts demonstrated the importance of mitochondria in energy production that supports cytoskeletal remodeling required for cellular migration ([@r38]). Our study adds a surprising layer to this model, as SIRT3, which promotes energy homeostasis, appears down-regulated at the leading edge of migrating cells. Thus, it appears that there are system-dependent differences for how mitochondria mediate cell migration by intricately balancing ATP and ROS levels.

In summary, we have found that SIRT3 inhibits collective cell migration, down-regulates prometastatic Src/FAK signaling, reduces in vivo metastases formation, and is inversely correlated with metastatic outcome in human breast cancer. Through this study, we posit that breast cancers with lower SIRT3 expression are more aggressive and that inhibition of the relevant pathways, including Src/FAK signaling, could improve clinical outcome. In this regard, SIRT3 could prove to be a useful biomarker for disease prognosis as well as predicting response to targeted therapy.

Materials and Methods {#s8}
=====================

Live-Cell Imaging. {#s9}
------------------

Fluorescent time-lapse images for scratch assay analysis were collected on a Ti-E inverted motorized microscope with integrated Perfect Focus System (Nikon) equipped with a 20× Plan Apo 0.75 NA objective lens, a linear-encoded motorized stage (Nikon), SOLA fluorescence light source (Lumencor), fast excitation and emission filter wheels (excitation 560/40 nm and emission 630/75 nm for RFP (Red Fluorescent Protein)-mCherry; Chroma Technologies), fast transmitted and epifluorescence light path shutters (SmartShutter; Sutter Instrument), ORCA-AG cooled CCD (charged-coupled device) camera (Hamamatsu Photonics), and a custom-built 37 °C microscope incubator enclosure with 5% CO~2~ delivery. Detailed information on data acquisition is provided in [*SI Appendix*, *Supplemental Experimental Procedures*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1800440115/-/DCSupplemental).

ROS Measurement. {#s10}
----------------

MCF10A cells with the ROS sensor roGFP2 were generated by retroviral infection with pBabe containing roGFP2 cDNA and propagated as single-cell clones to ensure uniform overexpression of the sensor between all cells. Cells were imaged, as described in [*Live-Cell Imaging*](#s9){ref-type="sec"}, with dual excitation at quad 402-525 (402/15 nm) and YFP (500/20 nm). Relative ROS levels were analyzed by taking the ratiometric images using ImageJ.

Src Oxidation Assay. {#s11}
--------------------

MCF10A cells were transfected with pSG5 vector containing chicken c-Src (kindly provided by P. Chiarugi, University of Florence, Florence, Italy) using Lipofectamine LTX reagent (Life Technologies) according to manufacturer's instructions, and experiments were performed 48 h after transfection. Cells were lysed with deoxygenated lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris⋅HCl (pH 7.5), 0.5% Triton X-100, and 150 mM NaCl supplemented with protease inhibitor and 100 μM EZ-link Iodoacetyl-LC-Biotin (Pierce). To remove excess iodoacetyl biotin, proteins were precipitated by adding five volumes of −20 °C methanol and incubating on ice for 20 min. The samples were centrifuged at max speed for 10 min at 4 °C, supernatants were discarded, and pellets were air-dried and then resuspended in lysis buffer. Protein concentrations were measured and normalized. Samples were incubated with either NeutrAvidin agarose beads (Pierce) or Src antibody (Cell Signaling) followed by EZview Red Protein G Affinity Gel (Sigma). The beads were washed four to five times and resuspended in loading buffer for Western blot.

Image Analyses and Statistics. {#s12}
------------------------------

Analyses of cell tracking were performed as previously described ([@r33]). All error bars indicate errors of the mean at 95% confidence level. Nonoverlapping error bars in these plots therefore indicate statistical significance with *P* \< 0.05. For all other scratch assays, *n* = 6 and *n* = 800 to 1,500 were analyzed per experiment, where *n* represents the total number of cells measured from *N* experiments.

Statistics. {#s13}
-----------

Significance between groups was evaluated using Student's unpaired *t* test unless otherwise noted.

Animal Experiment Approval. {#s14}
---------------------------

All procedures involving animals were performed in accordance with the regulations of Boston Children\'s Hospital Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol 12-11-2308R) and Harvard Medical School Institutional Animal Care (protocol IS00000668).
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